
The Ultimate Service
for Your Unique Website



WE COMBINED
AND PACKAGED ALL THE SERVICES

WE PROVIDE TO MAKE GREAT WEBSITES

AWESOMEAWESOMEAWESOME



Use components as building blocks for
your pages.

You decide how a page looks by
deciding which components to use. 

Rearrange components and create as
many pages as you like.

Optimize your content and get it
ready for search engines.

Customize titles, descriptions, and
URL slugs with a few clicks.

Integrate rich data snippets to
instruct search engines about your
data structure.

PAGES &
COMPONENTS
REUSABLE ELEMENTS
ACROSS ALL YOUR PAGES
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MULTIPLE
LANGUAGES

 
Translate your website to multiple languages.

Content can be different based on the selected language.



CONTACT FORM
RECEIVE MESSAGES FROM YOUR CUSTOMERS

DIRECTLY VIA EMAIL UPON SUBMISSION

Use either a 3rd-party service like Formspree or GetForm and

automate the sending process...

... or use one of your existing email accounts and we can help

you set it up via SMTP protocol as an alternative.
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BLOG & NEWS
ENGAGE WITH YOUR AUDIENCE BY PROVIDING THEM

WITH AWESOME CONTENT AND REGULAR UPDATES

List of articles with search capabilities and paging or infinite

(feed-like) scroll.

Separate page for each article, including buttons to share it on

popular social media.

Blog articles are enhanced with rich snippets that search

engines like Google understand, increasing the chances of

ranking your content higher.
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UNIQUE DESIGN
NO TEMPLATES, NO READY-TO-USE COMPONENTS

YOUR WEBSITE WITH YOUR BRANDING & TYPOGRAPHY

Responsive from day one. Fits perfectly on all devices - big or

small, including mobile, tablet, and desktop.

Your brand is your identity. The website is aligned with your

branding guidelines about colors, typography, and overall vibe.

We include up to 2 free design iterations in our basic price to

help you decide on the main design concept and components.
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SMOOTH
ANIMATIONS
INSPIRED BY PHYSICS AND NATURE

A USER EXPERIENCE THAT JUST ROCKS

Gentle & soft animations that are soothing to the eye, feeling

almost like silk gliding on top of calm water.

Nature-inspired animations that feel as real as possible. No

shaking elements, or flipping cards. No flashing texts.
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MODERN
ADMIN PANEL
POWERED BY STRAPI.IO - THE LEADING HEADLESS CMS

A headless, open-source, customizable, and stable API solution
to power your beautiful website. Simple and quick content

management via a modern user interface.

Opt-in for a secure platform with little to no security

vulnerabilities and one that doesn't get hacked constantly like

websites built with WordPress.

We include a free guiding session over a video conference call

to teach you how to work with Strapi and fill in your content.
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REACT-BASED
USER INTERFACE
BUILT ON TOP OF NEXT.JS - THE REACT FRAMEWORK

FOR HIGHLY-PERFORMANT WEBSITES AND APPS

Fast (almost instant) page loading.

Includes automatic image optimization which resizes images

and makes for a more snappy experience on smaller devices.

React is a stable technology used by large companies like

Facebook (now Meta), Airbnb, Uber, Netflix, and many others.
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CONSULTING &
SUPPORT
YOU HAVE FOUND YOURSELF A RELIABLE PARTNER

We will help you with everything DevOps-related. Configuring

the hosting, publishing your website, and setting up automatic

continuous deployment - let us handle those for you.

Don't understand something related to managing your content?

No worries, we got you covered - just ask!
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2 WEEKS OF
FREE MAINTENANCE

 
After the launch of your website, we will fix any bugs

that occur or inconsistencies you see for free.
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QA TESTING
 

We take software quality very seriously and as part of our quality assurance

process our team tests on various devices, browsers, and operating systems.
 

Devices (mobile, tablet, and desktop)

Browsers (Chrome, Safari, Firefox, Edge)

Operating systems (Windows, macOS, iOS, Android)
 

* We guarantee support for the last 3 major versions of each browser.

Note that there might be open and known browser bugs that we can't control.
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THE PROCESS
 

1. Several iterations of design and discussions.

2. Implementation phase begins and during which your website is being built.

3. You get a sneak peek (demo meeting) of the progress every week.

4. Meeting in which we'll guide you on how to use the CMS.

5. Testing on different browsers, devices, and operating systems.

6. Final demo meeting for verification.

7. Publishing your website to the cloud. 
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TIME FRAME
 

The process can take anywhere between 4 weeks

to 8 weeks (or even more) in some cases, depending on

the number of design iterations needed,

or the complexity of the implementation.
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PRICING
STARTING FROM €6000

 

It all depends on the number of design iterations

and components that need to be implemented.

 

In rare cases, if the website includes a more complex

functionality or has custom 3D elements (like ours),

the price can even go up to 20k or 25k.
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PAYMENT PLAN
40% BEFORE STARTING THE WORK

20% AFTER THE DESIGN IS COMPLETED

20% BEFORE THE TESTING PHASE

20% BEFORE THE OFFICIAL LAUNCH
 

We create a proforma invoice, then after receiving

the payment we send you back the original invoice.
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HOSTING
OUR RECOMMENDATION

 

Hosting for Next.js on Vercel: $20/month

CMS hosting on Render.com: $25/month

Database hosting on Render.com: $20/month

CDN for images on AWS (S3 + CloudFront): Generous free plan 
 

* You can always use other hosting solutions

but we can't guarantee stability and performance.
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ONGOING SUPPORT
1 DAY = €440

 

We can offer you ongoing support & maintenance after your

initial free month of maintenance expires. It comes with SLAs

for response times and guarantees our team

will have dedicated time for you.
 

* In most cases 1-2 days per month is enough.



THANK YOU
LOOKING FORWARD TO MEETING YOU.

 
Ready to book a meeting? Let's do it!

 

 

 

 

 Book a Meeting Now 

or just click the following link:
https://meetings-eu1.hubspot.com/tsvetomir

https://meetings-eu1.hubspot.com/tsvetomir
https://meetings-eu1.hubspot.com/tsvetomir
https://meetings-eu1.hubspot.com/tsvetomir
https://meetings-eu1.hubspot.com/tsvetomir

